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Point Post
Editorial
Mixed results from the week-end:
the U12s suffered a narrow loss,
the U13s won to go straight
through to the grand final, and the
U17s lost but have a second
chance in the preliminary final this
weekend.
The Club Presentation Day and
AGM will be held on Sunday
September 11th at ELS Hall – your
team manager will have more
details soon.
U12
The U12s lost a nail-biter against
the Hornsby Berowra Eagles, a
team which, by the quirks of

Finals week 1, 2016
redivisionalisation and the draw,
they had not played at all during
the season.
Hornsby Berowra started the
season in Div 2, but after being
mercy-ruled for four of the first
five weeks (and washed out for the
other) they were moved to Div 3,
where they proceeded to hand out
a number of mercy-rule victories.
The Dockers fought valiantly, but
lost by a mere 3 points, 51 to 48.
U13
WOOHOO, what else can I say,
these guys are heading for their
third consecutive grand final.
On what was a glorious Spring like
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day, a huge crowd turned out at
ELS to cheer on the boys in the
semi final and they weren't
disappointed. It was a tough hard
fought match with a sparkle of
Matt brilliance, a touch of Will
magic, and a dash of Alexander
awesomeness. Sam, Gabe, Flynn
were all on the game, in fact
everyone played their part and
contributed to the great result.
A big thank you to our U12 helpers.
If it wasn't for you boys backing up
and supporting the team, our
efforts would be wasted.
Thank you to our amazing coaching
and management team. Your
commitment and dedication to
these boys have seen them grow
and develop. The successes
wouldn’t exist if it wasn't for all
of you.
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Make the most of the week off and
rest up. Stay strong focused and
committed. GO DOCKERS!
– Bron Papandrea
U17
Canada Bay Dockers 4-6 (30)
defeated by Forest Lions 13-14 (92)
The usual plan when playing on ELS
is “Take the short route, straight
down the middle”. Alas, as Forest
are taller, much better overhead,
and probably have an edge in
fitness, Plan A isn’t going to work.
So for Plan B we needed to play
wider, hold the ball, pressure on
their ball carriers and use our
deeper
bench
numbers
to
advantage, and do it all without let
up for the full four quarters.
The brains trust came up with

some innovative tweaks of the
team line-up which worked
reasonably well. Overall it was a
good Plan B but we just couldn’t
execute it in the necessarily
sustained way.
Lack of defensive cohesion (not of
effort) meant they had 5-5 (35) on
the board by quarter time, we had
zip and we were toast. We
progressively tightened up the
contest, even just won the third
quarter and were competitive for
the second half.

Skill errors caused us to keep
handing possession back to Forest
in attack, in the midfield, in

defence; A crashing pack mark, and
then a wayward kick/hand pass to
turn the ball over to a maroon
jumper; … an exhilarating burst
through the pack from defence
only to kick it to a lone Docker with
two opponents, both of them a
foot taller; … hard running to apply
a crushing tackle, winning the free
and then just not going back far
enough so as the kick gets
smothered; … all just breaks the
heart of the team and supporters.
We didn’t get many chances up
front because delivery lacked
precision, and consequently we
couldn’t
hold
the
marks.
Fortunately there are no injuries to
report so it’s time to reload and
work on the adage that a fortnight
is a long time in footy. The
Preliminary Final is against St Ives
who
accounted
for
Heathcote/Bangor fairly comfortably. The
venue
is
Kanebridge
Oval,
previously known as Bruce Purser
Oval, at Kellyville at 10.40am.
It’s a fair drive out there, but it’s an
excellent venue with good facilities
for players and spectators and it is
BIG, VERY BIG. It’s wider than ELS is
long and over 30m longer between
the posts. Also the game following
us is the U17 Div 1 prelim final
(East Coast Eagles v Penshurst
Panthers) which should be worth
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watching.
Thank you to the Trojans who
assisted with the post-game cleanup post game. From dressing the
fields at 7:30am through to close
up well after 5:00pm, it’s a long day
so your assistance was appreciated.
– Graeme Durrant
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